Oakwood Primary Academy Homework Grid
Year 2 , Term 1
Name:

.

Remembering

Understanding

Applying

Can you write a
menu for a stone
age feast?

Stone age people
needed to carry
water from the
river. Can you
make a container
they could use?

Make a template
of a person and
dress them in
stone age
clothes.

What was your
favourite
Paragon topic in
year 1? Why was
it your
favourite?

Stone age people
enjoyed being
creative. Can
you make some
jewellery that a
stone age person
would wear?

Make a list of
the technology
that we have now
that did not
exist in the
stone age.

Analysing

Creating

Evaluating

Find out how stone
age people made
paint. Why would
they use these
materials? Can you
make some paint
and create your
own picture.
Make a cave, show
how you would make
it animal proof?

Make a spear,
arrow or bow.

What are
Neolithic stone
balls and what
do you think
they were used
for?

Make a model
of a mammoth

How do you think
they moved the
stones to build
Stonehenge?

Oakwood Primary Academy Curriculum Letter: Year 2, Term 1
Maths:
This term we will be looking at:

Our Paragon Unit this term is:

This term we will cover the
following areas:
- Non Fiction writing
- Narrative writing
- Poetry








The Stone Age

English:

This term children will be finding out about the
basic needs in order to survive. They will look
at topics such as:


Hunting and gathering



Clothing



Shelter

Jigsaw:
Our theme this term is ‘Differences’

RE

PE will be on Monday in Mrs
Ellwood’s class and Wednesday
in Mrs Potter’s class.
This term we will be

Christianity – Bible stories.
.

Music:
This term Year 2 will continue
their choir sessions with the
music specialist.

Place value
Addition and subtraction
Problem solving
Multiplication and Division
Fractions
Reading scales

concentrating on developing ball
skills
Science:
This term we will be studying:



Living things
Basic needs

